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ABSTRACT
Software estimation provides an important tool for project planning; whose quality and accuracy greatly
affect the success of a project. There are several area of the software engineering in which we can use the
function point analysis like project planning, project construction, software implementation etc. In software
development, accuracy and efficiency of cost estimation methodology for a web based application is very
important. The proposed web based application (i.e. Expert estimator), is to produce accurate cost
estimation and risk estimation throughout the software development cycle to determine feasibility of
software project. Cost of the software projects depends on the project size, project type, cost adjustment
factor, cost driven factors, nature and characteristics of the project. Software estimation needs to estimates
or predict the software costs and software risk early in the software life-cycle.
The process of risk management embodies the identification, analysis, planning, tracking, controlling, and
communication of risk. It gives us a structured mechanism to provide visibility into threats to projects
success. Risk management is a discipline for living with the possibility that future events may cause adverse
effects. Risk management partly means reducing uncertainty. The propose tool indicates the risk &
estimates risk using risk exposure. Management team to estimates the cost & risk within a planned budget
and provide a fundamental motivation towards the development of web based application project. Find
heuristic risk assessment using cost factors, indicating product & project risk using some risk factors &
check some risk management strategies in under estimation development time.
In this paper we proposed the Expert estimator in Java, this tool is used to two different purpose, first to
estimate the cost of the software & secondly, to estimate the risk in the software. Most of the software's fails
due to over budget, delay in the delivery of the software & so on. Function point is a well known
established method to estimate the size of software projects. Its measure of software size that uses logical
functional terms, business owners & user, more readily understand.
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INTRODUCTION
Software estimation is a step by step approach to estimating the cost & risk for every project.
Estimation area of the software development is size, effort invested, development time,
technology used & quality. Web cost project or application is needed accurate cost estimation,
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producing accurate result. The recommenced steps are used to identify the risks, determine the
risk exposure, develop strategies to mitigate the risks, handle the risks.
Improving the functions of project management is a main concern in software development
organizations. Suitable budgeting & cost are essential ingredients of a successful project. In that
essence the total cost of product must be known at the early design stage, with the maximum of
accuracy in order to simplify the trial & error process [1].The cost of software projects depends
on the nature & characteristics of the projects and therefore, the accuracy of the estimation model
rely on the data by some evaluation affected by high degree of imprecision & uncertainty.
Albrecht's model [5] of functional specification requires the identification of 5 types of
components, namely External input, External output, External inquiry element processes, logical
internal elementary processes & logical internal & external interface files. The actual calculation
process itself is accomplished in 3 stages:
1. Calculate the unadjusted function point (UFP)
2. Calculate the value adjusted factor (VAF)
3. Calculate the adjusted function points (AFP), other details advised please refer to [2][3].
Estimated cost mapped to function points. FPA is a measurement of functional requirement in
terms of business transaction & business data. Transaction can be classified into three types of
external inputs, external outputs, & external inquiries [3,15]. The process of risk management
embodies the identification, quantification, response & control of risk. We need to balance the
cost & indicating risk & minimize or reducing that risk. There are two dimensions of software
risk, project risk and product risk.
We have explained the Expert estimator is organized as follows. In section I, we present
the background and related work. In section II, we have explained the Expert estimator. In section
III, we have explained experimental work carried out. Finally we conclude the paper in section
IV.

Section I

1. Background & related work
The objective of this paper is to produce nearly accurate cost estimation & risk minimization
reliable and accurate estimation of software development cost and risk estimation are needed
throughout the software development cycle to determine feasibility of software project.
Cost of the software projects depends on the project size, project type, cost adjustment factor, cost
driven factors, nature and characteristics of the project [1]. Software cost estimation needs to
estimates or predict the project costs early in the software life-cycle. Many different models of the
software cost & effort estimation have been developed and used during past decades, they are
expressed such predefined functions like size of the product, level of reuse parameters etc.,
therefore an accurate estimation of the project cost of a software project will most likely lead to
more successful results & on time completion.
Function point is a measure of software size that uses logical functional terms inputs and outputs.
A risk is in exposure to loss or injury or a factor, thing, element or course that involves uncertain
danger. Risk assessment involves risk identification, risk analysis, risk planning & risk
controlling. Software risk can be internal or external; the internal risks come from risk factor
within the organization. The external risks come from out of the organization & are difficult to
control. Software risks can be grouped into project risks, process risks & product risks. [13]. The
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proposed architecture gives the incremental risk as the software progress from phase to phase. In
[4] the author have developed a software estimation tool based on software engineering metrics
model, but in this tool there is no description regarding the costing of the software using ISBSG
(International Software Benchmarking standard Group Release Report).

Fig.(1) Architecture of the proposed Expert estimator

In this paper we have developed the architecture of the Expert estimator tool in order to estimate
the cost & risk of software. Architecture of the proposed Expert estimator is given in fig. (1).

Section II

2. Expert estimator
The proposed tool i.e. Expert estimator, indicate the risk of project & estimate the cost of project.
A tool namely Expert estimator has been developed in the research by using java programming
language and java eclipse based on techniques selected which are combination of applying
function point & risk management process. Find out the cost of software & estimate the risk of
the software.
“Estimation is a prediction that is equally likely above or below the actual results”. Estimation
uncertainty occurs because an estimate is a probabilistic assessment of future condition. Risk
assessment provides a snapshot of the risk situation & is part of a viable risk management
program. There are four key factors of risk assessment & these factors are risk identification, risk
analysis, risk planning & risk controlling. The first step of this tool is to calculate the function
point of an input to the measurement error, model error & assumption error. The architecture of
the proposed tool is given in fig.(1) adopted from [5].

2.1 Estimate the cost of project
In the proposed tool we have used the International Software Benchmarking Standards Group
(ISBSG). The ISBSG delivers a database of software project history data that is used for
estimation, benchmarking and project management. It is an international group of representatives
from international metrics organizations who collect project data from countries like, India, Hong
Kong, Germany, Japan, and USA. ISBSG Release 6 Report provides the cost value for the
software projects. Cost data is derived from 56 projects representing a broad cross section of the
software industry. After going through these software projects, the ISBSG conclude that median
cost to develop a function point is $US 716, and the average cost is $ US 849 per function point.
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For more information about the ISBSG please visit: www.ISBSG.org.au [3]. In the calculation of
the function point, calculating the value adjustment factor (VAF) is an indicate of the general
functionality provided to the user. The VAF is derived from the sum of the degree of influence
(DI) of the 14 general system characteristics (GSCs). The 14 GSCs show in table 1. The DI of
each one of these characteristics ranges from 0 to 5 as follows:
(i) 0 – no influence; (ii) 1 – incidental influence; (iii) 2 – moderate influence;
(iv) 3 – average influence; (v) 4 – significant influence; and (vi) 5 – strong influence.

Table 1: The general characteristics of a system.

The third and the last stage is the final calculation of the function points. With the help of the
following equation we can get the total points of an application.
AFP = UFP * VAF [3,9,10,and 16]
Where AFP = adjusted function points; UFP = unadjusted function points; and VAF = value
adjustment factor. [1, 8, 9] Function points are computed by completing the table 1. Five
information domain characteristics are determined and counts are provided in appropriate table
location [9]. In table 2 ,the type of components, i.e. External Input (EI), External Output (EO),
External Query (EQ), Internal Logical File (ILF), External Interface File (EIF) and UFP is the

Fig.(3): Graphical representation function point verses effort calculation.
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unadjusted function point. Once these data have been collected, a complexity value is associated
with each count. Organization that use FP methods develop criteria for determining whether a
particular entity is simple, average, or complex. To compute the AFP the following relationship is
used [11, 12, and 13]. Fig.(2), show the size calculation using the function points & fig (3) show
the chart of function point verses effort calculation.
AFP= UFP * [0.65+0.01 * Σ i=1…14 (DI)]

2.2 Estimation of the risk
Each software model has some weakness & also has some advantages. Every software project is
exposed to adverse external influences, the so called project risks, which affect the cost and the
duration of the project and, possibly, the quality of the products. With a risk analysis it can be
determined for a specific project what the risks are. These risks then should be included in a
systematic and formal manner in the project estimate in order to obtain a realistic and reliable
project estimate and a realistic project plan. There are three dimensions of software risk i.e.
technical risk, organization & environmental risk. Risk assessment provides a snapshot of the risk
situation & is part of a viable risk management program. There are 3 key factors of risk
assessment and these factors are risk identification, risk analysis & risk prioritization [14].
I. Risk identification produce list of projects specific risk items, likely to compromise a
project success. A typical risk identification technique includes examination of drivers,
assumption, analysis & checklist.
II. Risk analysis assesses the loss probability & loss magnitude for each identified risk item
and it access compound risk in the risk interaction [11]. Typical technique include
performance models, cost models network analysis etc.
III. Risk prioritization produces a ranked ordering of the risk items identified and analyzed.
Typical techniques include risk exposure analysis, risk reduction leverage etc.
IV. Risk planning helps to prepare you to address each risk items including the coordination
of individuals risk item plans with each other & with the overall project plans.
V. Risk monitoring involves tracking the project's program towards resolving its risk items
& tracking corrective action where appropriate.

Estimating uncertainty risks
The most critical aspect to any long-term risk management or estimation plan is to recognize and
communicate the fact that it is something that will become more exact, or accurate, over time.
Initially the model estimates the source of uncertainty using measurement error, model error &
assumption error. We have considered the concept of function points to explain the measurement
error, model error & assumption error. Function point is an important software metrics which is
used to calculate the approximate LOC, cost & effort of software.
A. Measurement Error (MeE)
For measurement error this is the recognition that some of the input variables in an estimation
model might have inherent accuracy limitations. (This is definitely the case with function pointtype metrics, which are generally going to be about 12% inaccurate). As a result of chris F.
kemerer [6], function points are assumed to be at least 12% inaccurate. Thus if we estimate a
product size of 2000 points, measurement error could mean that the read size is anywhere
between 1760 and 2240.
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B. Model Error (MoE)
For model errors, this is the recognition that the model used for estimation cannot generally
include all the factors that affect the effort required to produce a software product. Factors that
affect effort but are not included explicitly in the model contribute to the model error and this
needs to be recognized. This error occurs because all empirical models are abstraction of reality.
For eg. Such as 0.5 person-days per function point is usually obtained from results observed for
recalled from previous projects. Model is expected to all right on average. If you have a base
model on past project data, you should calculate the associated inaccuracy by using the mean
magnitude relative error. Thus if you have an estimation model with an inherent 20% inaccuracy
& your product is 1000 function points in size, your estimate is likely to be between 400 & 600
person-days.
C. Assumption Error (AsE)
The assumption error happens when someone makes incorrect assumptions about the model's
input parameters. So what we try to show management is that if you can identify your
assumptions, you can investigate the effect of their being invalid by assessing both the probability
that an assumption is incorrect and the resulting impact on the estimate. (This is just basic risk
analysis but sort of gussied up to make it seem more technical than it is.) For eg. Your
assessment that a product size is 1300 function points rests on the assumption that you have
correctly identified all the customer requirements. If you can identify your assumption, you can
investigate the effect of their being invalid by assessing both the probability that an assumption is
incorrect & the resulting impact on the estimate. This is a form of risk analysis.

Section III

Experimental work
In this section we have presented how the proposed Expert estimator would be useful to estimate
the risk in software and also to estimate the cost of software. For more detail about the Software
requirements elicitation and prioritization, please refer to [6, 7, 8, 9 and 10]. According to the
measurement error the actual size of the function point varies from 44-56. In order to find out the
model error we have assumed that the 0.2 person–days per function point. No estimation model
can include all factors that affect the effort required to produce a software product. Suppose we
have an estimation model with an inherent 20% inaccuracy and our product is of 50 function
points in size, our estimation is likely to be between 8-12 person days. The assumption error
occurs when we have some incorrect assumption about the models input parameter. Our
assumption is that the product size is of 50 function points rest on the assumption that we have
correctly identified all the requirements. If we can identify our assumption, we can investigate the
effect of their invalid by assessing both the probability that an assumption is incorrect and the
resulting impact on the estimate. This is the called the risk analysis. If we assume that there is 0.4
probabilities that the requirement complexity has been underestimated, so we estimate another 2
function point.
RE = (E2 - E1) * P2, [11, 13]
Here RE means "Risk Exposure", E1 is the effort value if your original assumption is true (1000),
E2 is the effort value if your new assumption is true (1100) and P2 is the probability that the new
assumption is valid (0.1). So let E1 will then be the most likely estimate originally made (200
person-days) and E2 is the most likely alternative to that (220 = 1,100 * 0.2 person-days). So you
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get: RE = (220 - 200) * 0.1. This gives you 2 person-days. That is your risk exposure. So this risk
exposure of two person-days corresponds to the contingency you need to protect yourself against
regarding the assumption error.

Fig.(4): Graphical representation of calculation of sources of uncertainty.

S.No. Project with
Function
points

Measurement
Error (MeE)

Model Error
(MoE)

Assumption
Error (AsE)

Risk Exposure
(RE)

A

Project A

88 FP to 122 FP

16-24
Person-Days

Addition of 4 11 Person-Days
more FP

B

Project B

132 FP to 168 FP

28-32
Person-Days

Addition of 42 Person-Days
60 more FP

C

Project C

176 FP to 224 FP

38-42
Person-Days

Addition of 60 Person-Days
100 more FP

Table 2: Approximately results from Expert estimator

where MeE is Measurement error, MoE is Assumption error, AsE is Model error & RE is Risk
Exposure. The results for the given software that we have got from the proposed Expert estimator
are summarized in table 2.
So this risk exposure of two person-days corresponds to the contingency you need to protect
yourself against regarding the assumption error. All in all this is not a bad contingency and is
easily placed in the buffer of most project plans. However, the probabilistic nature of risk means
that the allowed contingency cannot protect a project if the original assumption is wrong to begin
with.

Section IV

CONCLUSIONS
In this proposed Expert estimator focuses on developing estimation tool for web based
application. This tool namely (i.e. Expert estimator) is developing by using java as development
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language & java eclipse as the development tool. Proposed tool easily estimate the risk in
software & also to estimate cost of the software.
The cost estimation depends on the calculation of function points, cost adjustment factors &
reuse. Function point approach as an input parameter into the “Expert estimator”. This
information is needed in the calculation of effort, schedule & total cost for the project.
The risk estimation based on the risk assessment of software projects. Risk identification, risk
analysis & risk prioritization are the main subparts of risk assessment. From proposed model it is
easy to calculate the risk at different phase as the software projects progresses from phase to
phase. From further research, it is highly recommended that other cost estimating method is
considered such as Price-to-win as an added method to cost estimation for web based application
& software requirements after adding the thread in to it & then we will prioritize it using analytic
hierarchy process & quality function deployment, & after this we will generate the results of that
software using the proposed Expert estimator.
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